
   

We can do everyday endoscopy better.

GIEQs. Edition II. Virtual.
30th September - 1st October 2021

Huge Discounts on GIEQs II
Registration until 15th September

Act now to lock in a high-definition Endoscopy experience for
a rock-bottom price

We are busy preparing a game-changing symposium on everyday endoscopy
for 30th September and 1st October 2021.

Join us at GIEQs II for :

stellar international faculty (Bourke, Bisschops, Anderson, Valori, Klein,
Thomas-Gibson, Heitman, Sidhu, Bell, Mackintosh)

therapeutic endoscopists demonstrating the application of complex
techniques to everyday problems

deconstructed approach to theory of everyday endoscopy

technical tips for starting and established endoscopists on how to improve
the quality of your everyday endoscopy

built upon the success of our first symposium in Everyday Endoscopy and
our online learning site - GIEQs Online

dedicated top-tips sessions for trainees run by trainees and in
collaboration with Belgium’s greatest young talent

Register Now with Significant Discount!

Regular Updates until GIEQs II

Follow GIEQs on Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram or Facebook to see regular
posts on programme highlights, faculty bios and technique updates over the
next few weeks.

GIEQs II

Join us and our expert faculty in September 2021 for high definition, cutting
edge updates for your Everyday Endoscopy practice. Big discounts are
available before mid September

Register Now with Significant Discount!

The Idea behind GIEQs

IN OCTOBER 2020 we welcomed > 500 virtual delegates from 23 countries to
our first digital Symposium in Everyday Endoscopy. The feedback was
overwhelmingly positive.

“I’ve worked for 27 years as a gastroenterologist. This was the congress I
have waited 27 years for. Thank you and much success in the future!”

GIEQs I Participant

IN SEPTEMBER 2021 we want to go further for GIEQs II. Remaining
focussed on the everyday we will weave curated, high definition endoscopy
video, training theory and live endoscopy cases seamlessly together to create a
unique digital experience giving a voice to the Everyday Endoscopist.

The focus will be on Decision Making in Everyday Endoscopic Practice
which ties together imaging, technique and therapy to inform and execute the
right treatment decision for your patient.

check out the GIEQs II Programme

Highlights

High profile International and Local Faculty

Curated content with high production values, full HD video

‘Ideas in Endoscopy’ - structured curriculum linked to our online platform
GIEQs Online through use of easy-to-understand tags

‘Training focus’ - if you are a trainee invaluable tips, if you are a trainer
focus on how to train (Train-the-Trainers concept)

‘Technique focus’ - ok, you can perform this technique, but how can I
learn / start doing this technique

Linked to Evidence - all sessions present supporting published evidence

More time for in-depth exploration of decision-making and technique

Breakout sessions on Zoom, limited participants, meet the expert from
the previous session! Extra time for questions / discussion.

Programme

Weighted towards the work of a standard endoscopy unit the programme of
GIEQs II is designed to turbo-charge your everyday Endoscopic practice.

Don’t just take our word for it, check out the emerging draft programme

check out the GIEQs II Programme

Registration

Register now to lock-in a top quality Endoscopy experience at a very low price.
Medical students and trainee registrations will always remain at the same low
level.

We look forward to you joining us Thursday 30th September and Friday 1st
October 2021. Virtual-Live and Online.

Register Now!

With kind regards,

the GIEQs Team.
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The GIEQs Foundation

Promoting Quality and Safety in Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

Our privacy policy is available on request.

GIEQs is a not for profit organisation dedicated to the improvement of Quality and Safety in Endoscopy 

University Hospital of Ghent
C Heymanslaan 10

9000 Ghent, Belgium
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